FMA: East Gippsland  District: Bendoc  Gross Area: 23.6 ha
Coupe Address: 840-502-0020  Coupe Name: The Walk  Est. Nett Area: 20 ha
Coupe Location: (Easting/Northing): 656412 / 5874460  (Lat/Long): 37.2632° S, 148.7639° E

LEGEND
Harvesting Information
- Approved TRP Area
- GPS'd marked boundary of coupe
- Additional TRP Coupes
- Inventory Plots (Inactive)
- Fauna_0802

General Information
- Roads
- Hydrology
- Contours
- Forest Management Zones
  - General Management Zone
  - Special Management Zone
  - Parks & Conservation Reserves
  - Other Public Land
  - Private

Logging History
- Logging pre-2002
- Logged 200203
- Logged 200304
- Logged 200405
- Logged 200506
- Logged 200607
- Logged 200708

Scale: 1 : 12,000
Date: 10/10/2008

Landscape Management
- Sensitive view area
- Scenic drive network
- Sensitive ridgelines

Disclaimer: The location and boundaries of this coupe as marked on this plan are only approximate and are merely indicative. The precise boundary of the coupe will be marked on the ground by VicForests before harvesting, in accordance with the Utilisation Procedures.